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2016 email details misconduct
Papazian
informed
on Shaw’s
behavior
By Madilynne Medina &
Christina Casillas
EXECUTIVE EDITOR &
MANAGING EDITOR

San Jose State’s former president
Mary Papazian was alerted to
allegations of sexual misconduct
against former director of sports
medicine Scott Shaw and accusations
of retaliation against former
athletic director Marie Tuite in a
July 7, 2016 email.
Sue Martin, SJSU interim
president from Aug. 18, 2015 July 1, 2016, outlined issues she saw
in the athletic and human resources
departments in the email after
conversations with faculty members.
Martin sent it to Papazian shortly
after she became university president
on July 1, 2016 and it was released in
a Sunday Mercury News article.
“The working environment in
athletics is toxic,” Martin stated in
the email. “Administrators need
proper evaluation [and] HR is not
impartial.”
In 2017, the university conducted a
nationwide search for a new athletics
ATHLETICS | Page 2
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City ordinance controversy sparks gun rights debate
By Eva Martin

Students Demand Action president, said the
ordinance could promote safety.
Students Demand Action is an on-campus
San Jose community members have group that organizes the local community
differing views on a first-in-the-country and policies to end gun violence, according
ordinance passed by the San Jose City to its webpage.
Council on Jan. 25 that would require gun
“[The ordinance] could be an effective
owners to carry a $25 liability insurance and first step [to improve public safety],” Kaur
pay an annual “harm reduction” fee.
Ranauta said in a call. “But then I also
A second city council vote is needed on know that we still have to do a lot of work
Tuesday to ratify the ordinance. It will then on many risk-factors to not make people
become effective starting Aug. 8.
think that they need to own a gun to feel safe
Harneet Kaur Ranauta, SJSU public in a society.”
health graduate research assistant and
The insurance and fee were created to

STAFF WRITER

reduce the risk of gun harm by incentivizing
safe behavior and easing taxpayers of
the financial burden of gun violence,
San Jose Mayor Sam Liccardo said in a
Jan. 25 Twitter statement.
The annual fee will go to nonprofit
organizations that reduce forms of gun
violence including suicide and domestic
violence. It will also fund gun safety training,
mental health counseling and addiction
treatment, according to the ordinance.
However, none of the money collected
would pay for litigation, lobbying or political
advocacy, according to the ordinance.

The insurance and fee proposal exempts
people from law enforcement, those with
concealed carry permits and low-income
individuals. According to the Office of
Mayor Liccardo official website, insurers
could offer lower premiums to gun
owners who take safety classes and install
trigger locks.
David Cohen, San Jose District 4
councilmember, said over the phone
how difficult it is to create gun violence
prevention policy.
FIREARMS | Page 2
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How do you feel about
coming back to SJSU
campus on Monday?
Reporting & video by Evan Reinhardt
ASST. NEWS EDITOR & MULTIMEDIA EDITOR

San Jose State community members are
preparing to return to in-person modalities on
Monday after attending remotely since Jan. 26.
With minimal classes granted access to
on-campus instruction, the campus is offering
limited resources until the majority of students,
faculty and staff return in person.
Kenneth Mashinchi, senior director of
strategic communications and media relations,
said in a Monday email that the university will
be updated today regarding the status of the
scheduled return in a campuswide email.
SEE THIS AND MORE VIDEOS
ON THE SPARTAN DAILY’S YOUTUBE
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PHOTOS BY
EVAN REINHARDT

Left: Mike Fournier,
San Jose Gun
Exchange owner,
cleans an antique
rifle for a customer
Monday. Regarding
the Jan. 25 city
council ordinance
that may require
gun owners to carry
liability insurance
and pay an annual
harm reduction
fee, Fournier said
he questions why
responsible gun
owners must pay
for the actions of
bad gun owners. He
said he and many
other gun owners
plan to retaliate
legally against the
ordinance.
Below: A rack of
antique rifles are
displayed in the
store on Alameda
Expressway, about
four miles from the
SJSU campus.

FIREARMS
Continued from page 1
“There is so much pushback and anger from advocates
for gun ownership that often make it very difficult for
jurisdictions to make a meaningful impact,” Cohen said.
He said most people who die or get injured by guns are
shot by legally-owned guns in instances of violence, suicide
or accidental shootings.
According to the Pacific Institute of Research and
Evaluation, gunfire kills or injures more than 200 people
in San Jose every year. San Jose residents incur annually
around $442 million collectively in gun-related costs,
which is equivalent to $432 per resident, according to the
evaluation.
This gun-related cost is a comprehensive one, including
funds paid by victims and their families, but also by
perpetrators, employers, insurers and taxpayers.
The study calculated this annual cost by taking into
account the direct costs – healthcare, policy and emergency
services, criminal justice-, the cost of lost productivity of
victims and perpetrators, and an estimation of the societal
cost caused by the lost quality of life and the pain.
Matthew Reddy, a 2020 SJSU forensics alumnus, firearms
instructor, and range safety officer at Coyote Valley Sporting
Clays said he’s against the ordinance.

[The ordinance] could be an effective
ﬁrst step [to improve public safety] but
then I also know that we still have to
do a lot of work on many risk factors to
not make people think that they need to
own a gun to feel safe in a society.
Harneet Kaur Ranauta

SJSU public health graduate research assistant
Students Demand Action president

“The new requirement is essentially a tax on a
constitutional right, and is therefore illegal,” Reddy said
in a text.
This ordinance only concerns legal gun owners and is
not about new measures to take care of guns purchased
illegally, called “ghost guns,” he said. Ghost guns are
un-serialized and untraceable firearms that can be bought

online as kits and assembled at home.
“The insurance and fee requirement is only applicable
to those who legally own firearms, therefore it will do
nothing to discourage criminals from obtaining or misusing
firearms,” Reddy said.
Cohen said there’s a “fundamental misunderstanding”
about the purpose of the ordinance.
“People assume that gun violence is referring to criminal
use of guns. What we’re trying to do here is to address that
loss of safety that occurs when there is a gun in the house,”
Cohen said. “I’m excited about the fact that San Jose is
taking a leadership role in this issue.”
Gun rights groups, including the Colorado-based
National Association for Gun Rights, filed a suit against
San Jose the same day the ordinance was approved to the
Northern District Court of California because the group
believes it threatens the second amendment, according to
the group’s lawsuit.
The National Association for Gun Rights stated in the
suit that the ordinance is unconstitutional considering the
penalties for nonpayment of the insurance and fees include

Papazian reviewed materials including
Martin’s email. Papazian “did not recall that
reference to Shaw until she reviewed Martin’s
Continued from page 1
2016 email,” according to the webpage.
director. Tuite served as interim athletics
The investigation conducted by attorney
director and was named the new director of investigator Marilou Mirkovich and supervised
athletics on May 17, 2017, according to the by Linda Hoos, California State University
SJSU: For Your Information (FYI) webpage.
Title IX compliance officer, concluded that
Martin stated in her email that a retired
faculty member, Wiggsy Siversten, came to
her in June 2016 with concerns regarding
the athletic department that were primarily
about Marie Tuite, then-deputy athletic
director, including fear of retaliation expressed
by several coaches.
The email also outlined claims
Tuite threatened anyone who raised concerns
regarding allegations against Shaw, which
involved at least 20 female athletes, and would
be “sued if they pursued it.”
In 2019, Sage Hopkins, swimming
and diving head coach, circulated a
300-page dossier among the university,
the Mountain West Conference and
NCAA officials that detailed sexual 10 students’ allegations against Shaw from the
misconduct claims from 17 swimming previous investigation and claims from three
and diving female athletes, according to an other students were substantiated, according
April 17, 2020 USA Today article.
to the FYI webpage.
Papazian opened a December 2019 external
The U.S. Department of Justice also
investigation into the sexual misconduct concluded on Sept. 21, 2021 that the university
allegations after she “understood concerns” inadequately responded to incidents of sexual
regarding the previous investigation’s misconduct and reached a $1.6 million
inadequacies, according to the university agreement to remedy the violations.
FYI webpage.
Taylor Lehr, 2019 swimming and diving
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the seizure of the citizen’s gun.
For its supporters, this ordinance is expected to lead
a movement in the country of new policies against gun
violence. Meanwhile, its opponents fear that the measure
could set a precedent for other cities.
Liccardo first pushed the gun owner insurance ordinance
after the July 28, 2019 Gilroy Garlic Festival shooting that
left three people dead and 12 injured.
He once again proposed the insurance and pushed for a
gun owner fee after a gunman killed nine people and himself
at a North San Jose Santa Clara Valley Transportation
Authority rail yard on May 26, 2021.
“Certainly, the Second Amendment protects
every citizen’s right to own a gun,” Liccardo said in a
Jan. 24 press conference. “It does not require taxpayers to
subsidize that right.”

alumna, said while she believes Papazian
might have ignored Martin’s email in her first
week in office because of repercussions, she
still risked students’ wellbeing.
“I feel like she was probably worried to
speak out about [the email],” Lehr said in
a phone call. “And I think that she kind of
abused her position of power in that regard.”

Follow the Spartan Daily on Twitter
@SpartanDaily

said that she had no idea.”
Barry Shiller, former SJSU associate vice
president for communications from December
2012 to December 2017, said Martin’s fourand-a-half page email is “rare, documented
evidence,” according to a Sunday Mercury
News article.
“[Papazian] could have put a stop to it years
earlier,” Shiller said.
Over the past year, SJSU has introduced
a new leadership team including an interim
president, Title IX and gender equity officer,
and an athletics director with “substantial
improvements” to the university’s Title IX
program, according to a Monday statement on
the FYI webpage.
Sage Hopkins said in a Monday email
statement to the Spartan Daily that knowing
the contents of Martin’s email makes him “even
more thankful” for new campus leadership.
“As I have said previously, San José State
Sage Hopkins
swimming and diving head coach University is an amazing, diverse, and
transformational institution,” he said. “These
actions should be seen for what they are
She also said she feels it was unlikely . . . the actions of a small group of rogue
Papazian didn’t hear about sexual misconduct administrators who do not represent the ideals
claims against Shaw before opening the 2019 that our campus stands for.”
investigation because the knowledge of the
claims was so widespread.
“I feel like there’s definitely been reports
of this going on,” Lehr said. “So there’s no
way that she didn’t know. I think that, of
Follow the Spartan Daily on Twitter
course, she’s going to say [she didn’t know].
@SpartanDaily
I think that it’s impossible for her to have

As I have said previously, San José State University is an
amazing, diverse, and transformational institution. These
actions should be seen for what they are . . . the actions of
a small group of rogue administrators who do not represent
the ideals that our campus stands for.
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Neural technology sparks debate
‘The Link’ invites hackers BCIs could cure paralysis
blogs, and podcasts
on technology
Ethical lines blurred
when Musk talked about
becoming one with
artificial intelligence.
In a 2018
Jennifer Schildge
appearance on the
STAFF WRITER
“Joe Rogan Experience”
Neuralink’s “The
podcast, Musk said the
Link” component isn’t a best-case scenario with
magic brain chip, it’s
Neuralink is that “we
a “Black Mirror”
effectively merge with
episode coming to life
[artificial intelligence].”
and I dread the day
The Joe Rogan
it happens.
Experience is a podcast
Neuralink’s creators
hosted by comedian and
claim it’s the future of
UFC commentator
brain interfaces and
Joe Rogan.
describe it as “building
In the digital envidevices” that will help
ronment, everything is
people with neurological connected and can be
damage. It’s also
manipulated with ease.
inventing new
Even now, people
neurotechnologies that
can have every online
will expand our abilities profile, from bank
and world as we know it, accounts to social media
according to its website. accounts, hacked and
The company’s most
wiped out.
famous co-founder is
Imagine losing all
Tesla CEO Elon Musk.
the information in
Musk said in an inter- your head.
view with The Observer
Currently, the main
that the chip can be
installed in a person’s
brain by drilling a two
I don’t want
millimeter hole into the
my life to be a
skull placing electrodes
Black Mirror
and a small receiver
episode. I
under the skull.
When people receive
don’t want the
this chip, they’re
world around
becoming a little less
me to look like
human and a little
“Ghost in the
more robot.
Shell.”
The chip’s starting
technology sounds
innovative but only
when discussing how
concern for Neuralink
it helps with serious
is its vulnerability to
spinal-cord injuries and hacks and cyber attacks.
neurological disorders.
This particular problem
Musk said in an
will be a massive cause
interview with CNET
of concern because of
that the future of
“digital death.”
Neuralink is to
Digital death is
ultimately download
protecting your online
your memories and
media assets when you
code into a new body
die by picking your heir,
or a robot body.
according to Digital
CNET is a media
Death’s webpage.
website that publishes
If my chip is
reviews, news, articles,
susceptible to hacking,

could someone give me
false memories? Could
they upload their
memories into my chip,
so I’m digitally dead?
Once technology is
advanced enough for
us to choose how much
of the human brain we
want to be merged with
AI, it will be hard to
decide how much is
too much.
Neuralink isn’t a
mandatory accessory
but neither is a
smartphone, an
Amazon Echo or a Tesla
and yet they’re society’s
new normal.
For example, a
smartphone is’t a
necessity, but not having
one puts you at a social
disadvantage.
The chip isn’t
necessary, but if I’m
looking for a job and my
competition is someone
whose brain processes at
the speed of a computer,
I’m at a terrible
disadvantage.
While Neuralink is
far from uploading one’s
entire personality into a
robot, its main objective
is to simultaneously
record and stimulate
brain activity, according
to a Dec. 7, 2021
Business Insider article.
There are countless
warnings in film that
have told society about
the risks of artificial
intelligence. I don’t want
my life to be a Black
Mirror episode. I don’t
want the world around
me to look like
“Ghost in the Shell.”
The Neuralink chip
isn’t something to be
excited about, it’s
something to be feared.

Follow Jennifer on
Twitter @kyIojen

Jonathan Guzman
STAFF WRITER

Without risk, there is
no reward.
Brain-Computer
Interfaces (BCIs) are
advancing not only as
an assistive technology,
but have the potential
to become mainstream.
BCIs enable humans to
transmit information
from the brain with
computers, according
to the National Center
for Biotechnology
Information.
Tesla CEO Elon Musk
launched a neurotechnology startup,
Neuralink, to help
people with paralysis
and expand human
abilities that will
contribute to “our
communities, and our
world” according to the
Neuralink website.
Neuralink seems like
a science-fiction movie
come to life. Our
technology is advancing
at a rapid rate and
scientists will continue
to develop Neuralink-type applications,
which will ultimately
make our society a
better place.
This is not a new
technology. BCI
research began in the
1970s at University of
California, Los Angeles
as an application to
assist with damaged
sight, hearing and
movement, according to
an April 30, 2014 Brain
Vision UK article.
In 2004, researchers
at BrainGate, a research
collaborative focusing
on BCI technology,
concluded humans
could transmit signals to

computers with
no physical touch,
according to Brown
University News.
More than 150,000
people globally have had
neural implants installed
since the U.S. Food and
Drug Administration
and other global
regulators approved
deep-brain stimulation in 1997 to combat
various diseases and
disorders, according to
the International
Neuromodulation
Society (INS).

Neuralink
seems like a
science-fiction
movie come to
life.

from the FDA to even
begin human trials.
World-renowned
neurologists and
engineers are expected
to work on this
technology to make it
as safe as possible. The
initial goal for Neuralink
is to aid people with
paralysis, which is the
loss of movement in one
or more muscles, to gain
independence through
electronic devices,
according to its website.
Nearly one in 50
people living in the
U.S. are diagnosed with
some form of paralysis,
according to a 2009
survey conducted
by the Christopher
and Dana Reeve
Foundation, a charity
dedicated to treating
and ending paralysis.
Neuralink is being
developed as a medical
device to help with
a wide range of
disorders, but the
future may hold the
potential for non-medical applications for BCIs,
according to Neuralink’s
Applications webpage.
The power of a single
Google search takes
about the same amount
of computing as it did to
land Neil Armstrong on
the moon in the
summer of 1969,
according to an
Aug. 28, 2012 Google
Inside Search blog post.
Technology is
advancing. Much like
the idea of the television
or airplane, Neuralink’s
technology will become
mainstream and widely
accepted by society.
Neuralink will help
those with disabilities
and advance as a technology to assist society
as a whole.

The group is a
nonprofit dedicated to
the scientific development and awareness
of neuromodulation,
inhibiting the transmission of nerve impulses
as defined by
Merriam-Webster.
The core component
of Neuralink’s technology is “The Link.” Elon
Musk described it as “a
Fitbit for your brain” in
a livestreamed YouTube
demonstration.
Neuralink created an
automated robot surgeon that would implant
The Link in one’s brain.
The robot is steadier
than a human hand,
which is imperative as
the threads that connect
to the patient’s brain
are thinner than a
human hair. Its
automation also means
it has the potential to
operate on “millions of
patients,” according to
Neuralink’s website.
Neuralink must meet
Follow Jonathan on
safety requirements
Twitter @jonathanlguzman
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10 years of buzzing at Barber’s Inc
By Jennifer Schildge &
Eva Martin
STAFF WRITERS

Many
customers
and
friends of The Barbers Inc in
Downtown San Jose say they have
thoughtful and intelligent conversations while getting a haircut.
Some of the craziest, most
ridiculous stories are told
as well.
“The barbershop is our
therapist,” said Milan Balinton, executive director of the
African American Community Service Agency, during The
Barber Inc’s 10th anniversary
celebration on Saturday.
The
barbershop
was
established
in
2011
by
David Diggs, a former San
Jose State University student.
Family, friends, students and San
Jose city councilmembers were all
in attendance at the event, and excited to support the business.
“This event was a blessing,” Diggs said in a phone call
Monday.
Around 35 people gathered on the street congratulating Diggs and his barbers for
their work and creating a lively
atmosphere.
As Diggs spoke in front of
the shop, people hung on to every word he said, followed by
clapping and cheering.
Diggs reminded the audience
that one person couldn’t have accomplished everything the barbers
built and that it was a community
effort.
“He did it,” said San Jose Vice
Mayor Chappie Jones, with Diggs
standing next to him. “We did it,”
Diggs replied.
American
actor
Omar
Benson Miller, who met Diggs at
SJSU when the two attended the
university, attended the event.
“[Diggs]
is
the
most
enterprising man I’ve ever
met,” Miller said.
SJSU
Associate
Journalism Professor Michael Cheers
said Miller loaned Diggs some
start-up
money
for
the
Downtown San Jose location.
Cheers,
who
also
produced
and
directed
a
documentary about the shop,

PHOTO BY JENNIFER SCHILDGE | SPARTAN DAILY

Dave Diggs, founder of Barber’s Inc, gives a haircut to one of his customers and event attendees during Saturday’s 10-year celebration.

“The
Barbershop
Diaries,”
said he had his first encoun-

“It [has] been a good 10-year place to come, exhale and talk about
relationship between the univer- your relationships and all of that.”
Diggs’
mother,
Andrea
Bonton, said her son’s been
cutting hair since before he opened
up the shop.
“I couldn’t afford to take him
[to] no other barber place, he hated
it. I was jacking up his hair,” Bonton said. “He had to do something
about it so he started cutting [his
own] hair.”
Amin Munye, a barber
David Diggs
Barber’s Inc founder originally from Africa, moved
to San Jose and worked at
Barber’s Inc from its opening in
sity, the shop and the community. 2011 until 2018.
Munye and many of Diggs’
The barbershop is the Black man’s
country club,” Cheers said. “It’s a friends were some of the first

I tell them that all barbers [in Barber’s Inc] are
doing community service and all barbers look
out for each other.
ter with Barber’s Inc 10 years
ago because he needed a haircut
between classes.

people to witness the shop’s
beginning.
“We
were
cutting
hair
inside
of
here
before
[the shop] was done,” Munye
said. “10 years later, it feels
the same, [but] upgraded.”
Barber’s Inc blends the old school
barbershop with the modern style.
Munye
said
most
barbershops
don’t
change
their shops, but change makes
Baber’s Inc different from
the rest.
Diggs said he doesn’t see
his business as the typical
workplace.
He
said
the
CELEBRATION | Page 5

CELEBRATION
Continued from page 4
success of Barbers Inc is all
because of the barbers.
“They’re not my employees...
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we’re business partners,” Diggs said
during the event.
Barber Victoria Thompson,
also known as Vice, said at the
event that employees are constantly “pushing each other
to be greater.” She’s been
working at Barbers Inc since 2013

and this experience deeply changed
her personality.
“Now I’m calmer and nicer,”
Vice said.
When looking for new
barbers,
Diggs
said
his
interview process is “unorthodox.” He said he doesn’t care

how much texperience a barber
has because he can always teach
them to be better.
“I
tell
them
that
all
barbers [in Barber’s Inc] are doing
community service and all
barbers look out for each
other,” Diggs said over the

phone. He said he looks for
ambitious, hardworking and committed barbers.
Over the past ten years,
Barber’s
Inc
has
been
committed to helping the
community.
Every year, the barbershop helps parents reduce
back-to-school
expenses
by
offering families free haircuts and backpacks through
the Kutz for Kidz program,
Diggs said over the phone.

We were cutting hair
inside of here before
[the shop] was done.
10 years later, it
feels the same, [but]
upgraded.

Amin Munye

barber

Kutz for Kids is a free
haircut event in Downtown
San Jose where barbers provide
free haircuts for kids going back
to school. Diggs said in an interview
with The Mercury News that the
idea is to help kids with their
self-esteem.
He said the shop will
continue its program in August.
“You never know what to
expect next from him [Diggs],”
Andrea Bonton said.

PHOTO BY EVA MARTIN | SPARTAN DAILY

Dave Diggs, founder of Barber’s Inc, gives a certificate to one of his barbers at the 10-year celebration of the barbershop on Saturday.
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